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May Advisory Board Notes 05-21-2015. 

DES Report:  

- Training Facility: Grand Opening was last week, great representation. 
- Upper Uwchland Conditional use approved. DES thanks all the support at the meeting. 
- New CAD: Continues on schedule. MDC Training planned for Quarter 3 of 2015 

o When requesting a specific piece and its OOS it won’t be replaced automatically. 
o Ask for unit types: Ex “Two Eng from Station 4” 

 There is a max of 10 stations in the “Back Up Beats” then AVL takes over. 

Districts: 

North- Met last week. Went over options for the safety truck, Montco stations send their thanks for 
the Pictometry logins, AED and MDC grants slated after the 501c3 is finalized, and Devin provided 
some information on the new radios.  

South- Nothing to report, except information on the Station 22 renumbering.  

East- No Meeting. 

West- Not Present. 

Central- Questions on the online meeting broadcasts and voting. It was stated that in order to vote you 
need to be present at the meeting. 

Fire Police- Next Meeting in Sept and will be handling all the parades and fairs throughout the summer. 

EMS Council- Nothing. 

Old Business: 

- Political Endorsement Policy: will be sent out to the districts and discussed in the Fall. 
- Station 22 renumbering: EMS numbering will utilize the substation numbers.    
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New Business: 

- Station 41 has stopped paying dues. Need to have the Secretary send a letter stating they are 
no longer members. 

-  Chief 5 has had issues with the SWIFT insurance and is meeting with Senator Dinniman. Please 
send any issues you may have had to Ken Hurley. 

- There have been issues talking with Lancaster on their new system, 
- Would like to push for a dispatcher to monitor the system fire ground channels during 

incidents.  
- The AB will meeting in June and not in July unless needed. August’s meeting is TBD.  


